Keywords: electrical discharge, ozone, addition of nitrogen or argon, surface of electrode Manufacturing 1 kg of ozone requires the electric energy of 10 kWh. Large amounts of electric energy are consumed in the composition of ozone. An ozone generator composes ozone mainly using an electrical discharge or an ultraviolet lamp in atmosphere or the oxygen gas.
. Change in ozone concentration during 99.5% oxygen was supplied Fig. 2 . Change in ozone concentration due to the addition of nitrogen in mixing chamber ozone was composed and also impossible to get high yield efficiency in producing ozone. In examining the ozone composing mechanism we conducted four experiments. In part 1, we explain initial two experiments.
In the first experiment, For several months of using needle and plate electrodes and a DC current in 99.5[%] oxygen, the electrical discharge had produced ozone. Suddenly, the concentration of ozone decreased to 0. Using the electrodes which had been inactive for one day in 99.5[%] oxygen, we were able to compose ozone temporarily with the same equipment. Then the concentration of ozone decreased to 0 as shown in Fig. 1 .
We found that the concentration of ozone increased when nitrogen was added to a gas-mixing chamber (Fig. 2) . We therefore determined that, for ozone to be composed, a third element was required when an oxygen molecule and an oxygen atom collided.
Our second experiment confirmed that this same phenomenon could be observed on the surface of a copper anode. We presumed that the amount of composed ozone [Y O3 (t)], which was proportional to the probability of collision, could be calculated using the following equation:
A computer calculation confirmed this phenomenon as shown in Fig. 3 . Akira Murai * , Member, Tsuyoshi Nakajima * * , Non-member
The ozone composing mechanism had not been examined experimentally in both the electrical discharge stage and the ozone composing stage separately. Therefore it was impossible to determine exactly how ozone was composed and also impossible to get high yield efficiency in producing ozone. In examining the ozone composing mechanism we conducted four experiments. In part 1, we explain initial two experiments.
In the first experiment, we found that the concentration of ozone increased when nitrogen was added to a gas-mixing chamber. We therefore determined that, for ozone to be composed, a third element was required when an oxygen molecule and an oxygen atom collided.
Our second experiment confirmed that this same phenomenon could be observed on the surface of a copper anode. A computer calculation confirmed this. 
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